Health policies should be based on a sound understanding of the problems, issues and context in which they operate, for which they require reliable data and information for action (1,2). The policies should also be informed by the best available research evidence (3), which also helps in better capturing the problem, understanding existing trends and patterns, and setting reasonable objectives that can be achieved using effective interventions. More importantly, research can provide evidence of comparative effectiveness of alternative interventions for a given public health issue; the costs and feasibility of implementing each intervention; and efficiency of the proposed interventions (policies) in comparison with alternative interventions. These arguments apply whether we are considering national policies or focusing on policies developed or advocated through international organizations, including the World Health Organization (WHO) (4,5).

In the Eastern Mediterranean Region (EMR), three parallel streams have shaped, and continue to shape, use of research evidence in health policies. First, there has been a growing interest in the use of research evidence in health policies. The increasing demand for research evidence has followed national discourse in many countries, where public policies – including health policies – are increasingly assessed in a critical way (6-9). In recent years, health concerns are prominently featured in political debates and national discourse in several countries. This level of scrutiny had made it important for the politicians to demonstrate how they develop prudent policies, and the effects of such policies on health outcomes. Also, increasing population demand for health services and aging populations have resulted in increasing health care costs, resulting in closer scrutiny of health policies. Moreover, such conditions have also meant that ministries of health are having more success in putting ‘health’ on the agenda of policy-makers outside the health sector. With increasing focus on social determinants of health, and now the Social Development Goals as a global agenda (10), health is more featured in the political discussions and hence, further demand to support health policy decisions with research
The second stream is related to availability, validity and relevance of research evidence for health policy-making. Different assessments have demonstrated a considerable increase in the number of research outputs from the countries of the region. While this trend started from a handful of countries in the last decade, it has affected more countries in the Region (11). This is important as this may partially alleviate a major concern related to use of research evidence in decision-making. The policy-makers’ concern has traditionally related to the fact that most research evidence presented to them actually originated from high-income countries beyond the Region, which have a different set of priorities, challenges and decision-making processes. Hence, policy-makers perceived research evidence presented to them as irrelevant to their context (12). With more research originating from the Region, this picture is about to change. At the same time, regional output on research is challenged from two fronts. Over the last decade, five countries of the Region produced 80% of regional research output in terms of peer-reviewed publications. More noteworthy, the three leading universities of the Region published over 10% of the total papers published in indexed journals (11). The other relevant challenge is related to the quality of research from the Region, and its attention to public health issues (13). In both fronts, there has been some progress, but there remain important limitations.

The third stream is related to the institutional capacity of the ministries of health (and other related public institutions) in retrieving, assessing and using research evidence. While there are many more ‘decision-oriented’ research studies being published every year (e.g. systematic reviews), systematically using such evidence in decision-making processes requires a level of institutional capacity and technical expertise that many ministries of health may lack. Also, technical expertise on its own may not be sufficient for the expectations and processes of decision-making. Over the years, WHO has advocated different structural approaches and technical solutions for further use of research evidence in formulating key decisions. Health Technology Assessment programmes, and national plans for adoption or development of clinical public health guidelines are among these (14). So far the progress on both fronts has been limited in the Region, as few countries have established such mechanisms at the national level (15). WHO also advocates development of policy briefs for key policy decisions (16). Policy briefs can improve the transparency of decision-making in health, as well as bringing forward benefits and challenges that might be faced if policy-makers adopt one course of action instead of others.

In summary, there is a strong political will in the EMR to enhance use of research evidence in decision-making. This was demonstrated in the Eastern Mediterranean Regional Committee Resolution EM/RC64/R.1 (Islamabad, Pakistan; October 2017)1, in which ministers of health committed themselves to “take necessary action towards conducting public health research that
is directed towards the requirements of health services and that addresses people’s health needs; and build national capacity to use evidence from health research in national policy-making for health”. The Member States also requested WHO to “establish regional mechanisms to support the bridging of gaps between relevant research institutions and policy-makers and the translation of research evidence into health policy statements, and support the establishment of national mechanisms.”

To materialize these commitments, systematic programmes are required to identify the priority health topics, establish research evidence review processes, and develop decision-making approaches that require the consideration of research evidence. While these may sound difficult to a country with limited past experience or with complex decision-making processes, in practice there might be effective approaches that work for different scenarios with different levels of capacity within the countries. WHO is committed to supporting countries in their objective of improving health-related policies, and ultimately improving health outcomes, through evidence informed policy-making.
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